The formula to be proved involves generalized derivatives and potential functions. These are defined as follows: DEFINITION (i) . If a is a given direction and a! the direction 90° in advance of a, the quantity Daffa y) = lim-I f (x, y) (3), is also § G. C. Evans, Fundamental 'problems of potential theory, RICE INSTI-TUTE PAMPHLETS, vol. 7, No. 4 (Oct., 1920) . In the original definition Professor Evans considers a general class T of curves. A summary of this paper is given in PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY, vol. 7 (1921) . * Here, again, the definition as given by Professor Evans refers to the general class T of curves.
t The proofs are simple and are omitted, in most cases, for brevity. t/ (M) can be generalized when higher derivatives are required; e.g.,
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possesses second derivatives nearly everywhere. id (u,v) He assumes the absolute continuity of x and y as functions of u alone and of v alone, the absolute continuity with regard to u being uniform for a dense set of values of v in the interval c S v ^ d. In the theorem which follows absolute continuity of x and y is not assumed; instead it is assumed that x and y are potential functions for their generalized derivatives. THEOREM. If x(u, v), y(u, v) Instead of this expression we consider the approximation 
are continuous functions of (u, v), if each is a potential function for its generalized derivatives, the latter being summahle with their squares, and if y (or x) is a function of uniformly limited variation in u for every v, and in v for every u, then the area of the image of the rectangle
The quantity d^D^Y^jôu is summable superficially, being equal to the contour integral of D v y about a square (properties (1) and (6) 
Consequently, x being continuous, for every rectangle r, It has been shown by Evans f that if a continuous function is a potential function for its generalized derivatives, then its ordinary derivatives exist nearly everywhere and are equal to the corresponding generalized derivatives nearly everywhere. The formula which we have proved remains true, consequently, if ordinary derivatives are substituted for the generalized derivatives. On the other hand, if dxjdu, dx/dv are given, a vector <p is defined whose components in the u and v directions are dxjdu, dx/dv, respectively, and dx dx <Pa = T-cos (u, a) + -sin (u, a) . du dv If dxjdu, dxjdv are summable the same is true for any component ip a and if
